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Presentation Notes
The runtime math library consists of number of symbolic constants and reusable mathematical functions. It is quite similar to Java's java.lang.Math class, but is not, of course, contained in a class.



SYMBOLIC CONSTANT FOR π

• Header file: #include <cmath> or #include <math.h>

• using namespace std;

• Visual Studio (to use constants): #define _USE_MATH_DEFINES

• Symbolic constant for π: M_PI
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To access the features in the math library, a programmer must do two things:First, #include the <cmath> header file. The older <math.h> header file from C will also work in most cases but the newer header file is preferred.Second, add the "using namespace std;" statement. As noted in the last chapter, we can forgo this statement but then must precede each used feature with "std::". I prefer to add the using statement once at the top of each file as this shortens the names of not only the math library features but also the names from other libraries like <iostream>.The Microsoft compiler (and only the Microsoft compiler) has the additional requirement that we #define the constant _USE_MATH_DEFINES before we can use the symbolic constants. The #define directive should appear above all of the #include directives. The only symbolic constant that we will use is the one for pi - M_PI (where "M" tells us that the constant is defined in the math library).



THE pow FUNCTION

• C++ does NOT have an exponentiation operator; use the pow function

• Requires #include <cmath> and using namespace std;

• double pow(double b, double e)

• pow returns a double value

• both pow arguments, b and e, are type double and each are automatically “grouped”

• be = pow(b, e)

double payment = P * R / (1 - pow(1 + r, -N));

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

1 − (1 + 𝑃𝑃)−𝑁𝑁
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pow (short for power) is one of the more convenient math functions. It raises a number (the first argument) to a power (the second argument). Like the symbolic constants, using the pow function requires #include <cmath> and using namespace std;The description of the function, called a prototype, indicates that both arguments are type double and that the return type is also a double. Also note that the typing information, the keyword "double," does not appear in the function call in the C++ statement.Using the pow function, we can convert the formula for the periodic payment into a C++ statement. It's worth spending a few minutes to understand how the formula relates to the C++ statement.



THE sqrt FUNCTION

• Calculate the square root of an expression

• Requires #include <cmath> and using namespace std;

• double sqrt(double x)

• sqrt returns a double and is automatically “grouped”

• the argument, x, is type double

• taking the square root of a negative number is illegal

• 𝑥𝑥 = sqrt(x)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 ℎ = 𝑝𝑝2 + 𝑑𝑑2

double h = sqrt(a*a + b*b);
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sqrt (short for square root) is another useful math library function. It has the same requirements as the pow function: namely, #include <cmath> and using namespace std;The prototype indicates that the function takes a single double argument and returns a double value, the square root of the argument.Notice the relationship between the line that extends the radical in the formula and the parentheses that form the argument list in the C++ statement.
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